Characterizations of wool fibers were performed with FTIR testing technology for two categories of stretched wool fibers, i.e., the OPTIM TM -Fine wool, and the stretched wool processed on TJGD-ERDOS 02 stretching equipment, developed at
INTRODUCTION
Fine wool fibers are highly desirable in wool textile industry due to soft hand, silk-like luster and touch, high tenacity and light weight yarn/fabric, which can Figure 1 , with different stretching ratios used at the 6 stretching zones respectively.
FIGURE 1. Illustration of TJGD-ERDOS-02 stretching equipment
The stretched wool fibers were produced based on the processing flow chart in Figure 2 , where the fibers in wool top were stretched at wet conditions in the treating chambers. The whole wool stretching treatment performed on the equipment of TJGD-ERDOS 2 was a process of reduction -mechanical stretching -oxidization, which could be described as:
Wool top → Reduction with NaHSO 3 → Stretching → Washing at tension → Oxidization with H 2 O 2 at tension → Washing at relaxation → drying.
The reducing agent NaHSO 3 was used to break or detach the -S-S-bonds in wool structure, and thus to favor the wool fiber stretching and deformation. The high-sulfur protein exist in wool fiber, which play a key role in determining super-molecular structure of wool fiber. 14 it is believed that in the low-sulfur protein of raw wool fibers, about 50% molecules exhibit α-helix structure in microfibrils, and the other 50% molecules exhibit the form of irregular coils. As shown in Figure 6 , the stretched wool fiber (No. 2, 3 and 4) processed on TJGD-ERDOS 02 stretching equipment showed similar IR spectrum feature to that of OPTIM TM Fine fiber, while great difference exists in the peaks at 1510 ~ 1520 cm -1 between the other two samples. The 4# sample was pretreated but not fully set, therefore the intramolecular H-bonds in this sample were not sufficiently established, and the change in peak location between the two peaks was slight. However, this still indicated the increase in the regularity inside the fiber, due to the increase in the peak intensity at 1520 cm -1 caused by the secondary structure transformation from coiled alpha structure to pleated beta sheet upon stretching treatment.
Most molecules exist in matrix as irregular coil in the
In other words, compared to the raw wool fibers, the shapes of the characteristic peaks of the stretched wool fibers showed obvious change at the wave numbers of 1620 ~ 1630 cm -1 and 1510 ~ 1520 cm -1 .
In the IR spectrum of a raw wool fiber, there is greater difference between the peak intensity of the two foresaid peaks, while the peak intensities of the two peaks in the FTIR spectrum of a stretched wool fiber tends to be equal. As we know, a typical IR spectrum of silk fibroin, which is featured with the secondary structure of β-pleated sheet, shows no significant difference in the peak intensity of the two peaks of the amide group, while the α-helix exhibits different features. It is thus possible to identify the stretched wool fibers by taking advantage of the rule of the change in the intensity of the two foresaid peaks in a FTIR spectrum of a wool fiber.
Change in tensile curve after wool stretching processing
The characteristics of the stretched wool might change as well compared to the native wool, due to the change in super molecular structure. The stress-strain curves of a stretched wool fiber processed from TJGD-ERDS-02 stretching equipment and a raw wool fiber are schematically shown in Figure 7 , which exhibits three distinct, approximately linear regions: Hookean, yield, and post-yield. [25] [26] [27] In the Hookean region oa, the stress increases linearly with the increase in the strain from 0 to approximately 2% extension 22 , suggesting an elastic deformation in crystal structure of microfibrils, i.e., the extension of the bonds and the deformation of the bond angles. Beyond 2% extension, the fiber begins to yield, and this continues to around 30% extension.
In this yield region, the alpha helices begin to unfold, mainly as the result of cleavage of the intramolecular H-bonds and intermolecular disulfide bonds. At around 20-30% extension, the wool stretching elongation. However, the β sheet would partially recover to α -helix when the external force is removed, if no measures are taken to set the structural arrangements. [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] [19] [20] [21] [22] [23] Therefore, setting process is necessary to obtain permanently stretched wool fibers.
However, the Post-yield region in the tensile curve of the stretched wool is not obvious, compared to that of the native wool. After stretching and setting, most of alpha helix structure in wool fibers already transformed into beta pleated sheet and fixed, therefore the tensile capacity of the stretched-set wool decreased and it is hard to re-establish new crosslinks among the wool molecules in the post yield stage; the stretched wool fiber come to failure mainly due to the slippage of the molecular segments.
The tensile test results of the raw and stretched wool fiber on the equipment of TJGD-GRDOS 2 and OPTIM Fine fiber were summarized in Table I for comparison.
It appeared that the stretched wool fibers showed higher tenacity but lower elongation at break, indicating the wool molecules tended to arrange in a regular way so that the tenacity of the whole fiber was increased, and thus the elongation capacity was decreased. The tenacity of the stretched wool fiber produced on the equipment of TJGD-GRDOS 2 was close to that of the commercialized stretched wool fiber OPTIM Fine. 
Change in wool morphology after stretching and slenderization
The slenderized wool fibers after stretching exhibit irregular non-round cross-sectional configuration (Figure 8) , responsible for the silk-like sheen and luster caused by the enhanced light refraction effect; the slenderization occurred after stretching was the direct consequence of the transformation of secondary structure from alpha coil to beta strand. 
